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Jeff Bezos founded Amazon.com in 1994. Like a lot of the wildly successful businesses today,
Amazon.com began as a small garage-company in Seattle. The company started off as a bookselling
website that grew at an incredible speed. With the promise to deliver any book anywhere it attracted a
large customer base in record time. By 1997 Amazon.com had 1,000,000 customer accounts and over
148 million USD in revenue. The following year, the company’s revenue jumped to 610 million USD and
has only continued to grow since. The company expanded quickly, and by 1999 it was selling everything
from software to household appliances, as well as music, movies, toys and of course, books.
Amazon.com was becoming the “everything store” that Bezos had initially envisioned.
In 2000 Amazon started to allow individuals and small companies to sell products on their website. A
few years later, Amazon started an innovative project called A9.com which sought to improve and
develop search engine technology. After that, the company launched Amazon Web Services and Amazon
Simple Storage Services which offer different levels of cloud computing and storage space respectively.
As if all that wasn’t enough, in 2007 Amazon revolutionized the book market with the launch of the
Kindle e-reader.
As the publishing of e-books became more popular thanks to the Kindle, Amazon decided to try its luck
with publishing, and in 2009 Amazon started their own publishing company. Amazon Encore was
created to publishing out-of-print books while also allowing individuals to self-publish. Two years later
Amazon.com created Amazon Publishing with a goal of publishing their own books.
Seemingly aiming to take over every market in existence, the company soon acquired Twitch, bought a
video-game studio and released a music streaming app, Amazon Music Unlimited. The year 2015 saw
the launch of Amazon Echo, a device supported by the digital assistant known as Alexa. On top of
everything else, Amazon has even branched out into the movie market with Amazon Studios and food
delivery services with AmazonFresh.
After so many years of constant success and expansion, Bezos still seems as ambitious as ever. In 2017
Amazon announced that it had acquired rights to some of the biggest titles in the history of fantasy
literature. In the following years, Amazon Studios will be working on the production of three major TV
Series: The Lord of the Rings by J.R.R. Tolkien, The Dark Tower by Stephen King and a The Wheel of Time
series by Robert Jordan. The news has become a controversial pop culture topic with millions of
skeptical fans eagerly waiting to see what comes next. As of 2018, Amazon.com is one of the highest
valued companies in the world.
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Vocab Match
Word
Answer

Name: ____________________

Definition

1. revenue

1. ___

a. adjective- new, done in a new and
different way

2. envision

2. ___

b. verb- to come to own something

3. respectively

3. ___

c. adverb- in the given order

4. innovative

4. ___

d. noun- total amount of money earned over
a given time period

5. revolutionize

5. ___

e. adjective- likely to cause public dispute

6. acquire

6. ___

f. adjective- a strong desire to achieve a goal

7. branch out

7. ___

g. verb- to imagine how something will look

8. ambitious

8. ___

h. adjective- having doubts about something

9. controversial

9. ___

10. skeptical

10. ___

i. verb- change completely from the ground
up
j. phrasal verb- to start doing more different
kinds of activities

Discussion Topics
1. Do you believe the proverb “the bigger they are the harder they fall” is true?

2. What is your greatest ambition?

3. How do you envision your life 5 years from now?

4. What is the most important innovation of the past 200 years?

5. Would you rather read an e-book or a traditional paper book? Why?
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Hints!
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Name: ____________________

Quiz
1) Where was Amazon.com created?
a. attic b. basement c. garage d. large office
2) What was the first thing Amazon.com sold?
a. books b. gadgets c. toys d. household appliances
3) Jeff Bezos wanted the company to sell what?
a. books b. technology c. food d. everything
4) What does A9.com do?
a. builds search engines b. online storage c. cloud computing d. food services
5) What’s the name of the product that revolutionized the book market?
a. Alexa b. Amazon Reader c. Kindle d. iPad
6) What does AmazonFresh do?
a. makes memes b. delivers food c. delivers books d. makes movies
7) One of the fantasy series at Amazon Studios is called what?
a. Wheel of Fog b. Black Tower c. Dark Tower d. Gray Tower
8) Who can sell things on Amazon.com?
a. Amazon b. Amazon and other companies c. individuals d. Amazon, individuals and other companies
9) Who founded Amazon.com?
a. Jeff Bezos b. Josh Bezos c. John Pezos d. Steve Jobs
10) What is the purpose of Amazon Publishing?
a. to allow Amazon to publish books b. to help people self-publish c. to publish out-of-print books d. to
sell video games
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Key
Matching Quiz
1. d
2. g
3. c
4. a
5. i
6. b
7. j
8. f
9. e
10. h

1. c
2. a
3. d
4. a
5. c
6. b
7. c
8. d
9. a
10. a

PROJECT: Where will you be, what will you be doing
5 years from now? Create 5 SMART (specific,
measurable, achievable, realistic, time based) goals
to work on for the next five years.
Article written by: Jelena Kalaba
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